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In many respects Argentina can be said to be the best example of a melting-pot nation,
even if two of the author/editors of this book, Monica Quijada and Arnd Schneider, do
not fancy this particular image. Only second to the United States in terms of numbers but
similar in terms of variety of immigrants, Argentina has undoubtedly done better than
most 'new' countries in terms of the racial and cultural homogeneity addressed by the
book. Spaniards began settling in 1536 with the first foundation of Buenos Aires by Pedro
de Mendoza. Jt was slowly colonized by succeeding waves of first Spanish 'conquistadores'
and later Spanish 'colonizadores'. The minds of the former were on appropri ating hypothetical silver and gold somewhere (none to spea k of in Argentina) and by default, claiming
fertile land anywhere. The minds of the latter were variously set on the commerce with
natural products, on the breeding of cattle, on some cultivation of the land , on some manufacturing and, not least, on converting the aboriginal Indians into economically productive
Christians. Some Indians were thereby gradually absorbed culturally and, indeed, also
genetically. The Spanish men , short of womenfolk, had few qualms about interbreeding
and Indian ladies were not altogether averse to it either. Women did not have it easy among
the Indian men , and even less so when these began to get hold of alcoholic spirits. Many
of the Criollos, those born in the country, as different from the proper Spaniards coming
from Spain, would be of mixed blood, although almost obsessively bent on considering
themselves to be of Spanish descent and culture rather than of Indian origin. The remaining
Indians were largely passively, rather th an forcefully, pushed out of their hunting and
gathering lands towards Patagonia to the south and towards the Chaco to the north . But
all the time the La Plata provinces were not a big deal to the Spaniards, nothing like Peru
or Mexico were. The Indian population was sparse when the Spaniards arrived and the
latter'S COlony grew rather slowly too. A small but steadily growing immigration of nonSpanish Europeans joining a similarly small but longer standing stream of Spaniards, bega n
around 1700. Mostly adventurers, some artisans and a few professionals, these immigrants
were bent on escaping poverty at home. But only in 1777 had the provinces grown, mainly
thanks to Criollo fertility, in population and economy enough to make it worth turning
them into a Spanish vice-kingdom. For a time Black slaves were imported from Africa or
Brazil but not very many since the VirreYllato de la Plata had no plantations. As many
Indians before them they soon began to be absorbed into the Spanish-Criollo culture and
blood. When that absorption was nearly complete by about 1870, the stream of European
immigrants began to swell, reaching its peak around 1900 only to reduce to a small stream
from about 1960 onwards. The largest contingent of those who came were Jtalians. A
smaller number of Asian immigrants came in occasional drips starting from about 1900
onwards. The second half of the century was characterised by a steady immigration of
predominantly Mestizos and Indios from the neighbouring and poorer South American
countries. But in spite of all this diversity, anybody who has toured both Argentina and
the States cannot fail to appreciate that the diverse cultures and races are by far more fused
in the form er than in the latter country.
The present book is concerned with the question of how th e diverse native and
immigrant ethnicities and races carne to coalesce and to form a nation. The latter being a
process that was formalized by the creation in 1810 of an almost independent, and in 1816
by the declaration of a [ully independent Argentine state. Monica Quijada (Madrid), the
leading editor, after providing the reader with a brief but useful introductory overview of
what is to come is the author of the first chapter. Its theme is that a historical process of
homogenization is what leads to the assembly of a nation and the formation of a state. This
homogenization would involve both a progressive elimination and/or disregard of ethnic
and cultural differences in a given human population until the individuals perceive themselves and most of the others that surround them as belonging to a 'we' group. Quijada
begins with a very learned but also very theoretical account of this paradigm. The uninitiated reviewer found it difficult to follow her sophisticated scholarly arguments involving
highly abstract concepts. But as she begins to apply the schema to the formation of the
Argentine nation-state, things become somewhat more transparent. For what it is worth,
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as a mixed first- and second-generation offspring of German immigrants, the revi ewer find s
th at a part-real and a part-pretend, a part-imposed and a part-spontaneous behaviouralemotional homogenization is quite descriptive of his own conversion into an Argentine
national.
The next chapter on the aboriginal Indians by Quijada is far more factual and one that
the reviewer fe lt more acquainted with, as it treats a subject that has occupied him since
childhood. The Indians populated the La Plata region rather sparsely and were divided
into a number of tribes or even nations that did not have much commerce with each other.
They were hunter-gatherers with no sophisticated culture. The Spanish partly killed, partly
missioned, partly ignored, partly befriended , partly displaced, partly diseased, partly alcoholized partly enslaved and partly procreated with the Indians. They also brought horses
which went ferai and multiplied in the southern Pampas and Patagonia, enabling the
Indians there to change to a horse-riding culture. Quijada, however, only picks up the story
from 1806 onwards as the Criollos were beginning to effectively take charge in Buenos
Aires and some friendly Indian caciques offered mounted troops to help them throw out
two successive British military invasions.
The troops were not needed , but the offer nevertheless says something about their
allegiances. Argentina's independence from Spain was declared and fought for soon afterwards. But soon too, the country fell into anarchy and tyranny. The policy towards the
Indians became even more haphazard but quite a few continued to be half spontaneously,
half forcedly absorbed into the Criollo population , and even those still living in the wild
were somehow considered to be part of anarchic Argentina. From about 1830 onwards
things changed. As cattle farming in the Pampas spread south the Indians inhabiting it
were perceived to be a nuisance. Not least, because Araucano (more correctly Mapuche)
Indians immigrating into Patagonia and the southern Pampas from southern Chile. They
were good warriors and formed much mo re of a nation than the original Pampas Indians.
Caciques like Calfucura and Namuncunl could galvanize them into joint actions. These
actions were principally 'malones', fast-riding, blitz-incursion s into the White colonized
Pampas that could take back with them captive thousands of cattle (useful to eat and to
sell in Chile), dozens of women (useful as status-conferring concubines) and some men
(useful as guides and translators). Starting from about 1830, the political aim was to push
the Indians south rather than to exterminate them. This so-called conquest of the desert
was about completed by President Roca in the 1880s. In part the conquest was to prevent
the Chileans from claiming Patagonia , via the Mapuches, as theirs. Out of 200,000 Indians,
fewcr than 15,000 wcre killed while they in turn killed some 5,000 Whites. Today some
200,000 persons of mainly Indian blood still live in Argentina, but except for some, they
mostly do not see themselves as Indians but as Argentinians of European culture. This
differs from Mexico, where even many Mestizos are proud of their Aztec Indian descent.
In Argentina it is quite impolite to raise this decendency issue with any likely-looking
persons.
The third, lively and informative chapter (the best!) by Carmen Bernard (Paris)
describes the largely forced immigration of blacks. Most were imported as slaves from
Africa but quite n few bought illegally in Brazil. This influx occurred mainly between about
1770 and 1810, by which year about 25 per cent of Argentina's population (less than a
million at the time) were of black extraction. There were all grades from harshly treated
slaves to benevolently, friend-of-the-family treated slaves. Few people had several slaves
and most slaves were in fact owned by economically rather modest people. They mainly
functioned as servants, nannies, cooks, gardeners and coachmen. Some blacks, although
owned by somebody actually earned their upkeep on their own and were virtually free.
Slaves had set rights and judicial recourse and in many cases the courts actually ruled in
their favour. Some blacks in fact were free because they had ned to Argentina from slavery
in Brazil and the Antilles. Quite a few more man aged to buy themselves free. There was
a progressive but rather rapid mestizization with Whites and Indians, so that the mulatto
population of black descent was soon labelled Pardos and Morenos (Browns and Darks) .
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Regiments of Pardos fought valiantly against the British when these attempted invasion
and then aga inst the Spanish during the War of Independence. The survivors were set free
and some were much praised for their military deeds by Argentine society. The fi rst Constitutional Assembly in 1813 determined that all offspring born of slave mothers from then
on would be free citizens. The Pardo and Moreno population continued to play some role,
less as slaves than as specialist traders and artisa ns until about 1870. Unlike in Brazil there
is virtually no trace in present Argentina of this once important segment of the popul ation ;
it has been totally assimilated and diluted into the general population much as an important
secti on of Indi ans were. It is, in fact, an almost forgotten immigrati onal episode and this
superbly resea rched chapter was the first scholarly account of the blacks in Argentina that
this reviewer has come acr<?ss.
The next, weaker chapter cul tivates a somewhat more theoretical approach. It is by Arnd
Schneid er (London) and dea ls with the large number of immigrants that came from Europe
and th e small numbers that came from the Near East starting in about 1860. At this time,
after the end of the tyrannical and anarchical rule of Ju an Manuel de Rosas (h e retired
and fa rmed near Southampton), the political situation in Argentina become consolidated
along democratic and centralistic lines. This influx reached its peak of over one million
immigrants during the 1900-1910 decade but it continued at a diminishing rate until it
levelled off in about 1950. From then on the continuing stream of immigrants mostly originated from the neighbouring countries: Paraguay, Bolivia and Chile.
Schneider fo cuses on the Italian contingent which, overall, was th e largest with the
Spanish a close second. For a time small Italian fanners would leave their land in winter,
earn well in the Argentine wheat harvest and then return to Italy, and this repeatedly so.
But most Italians came to settle and although poor to start with soon, through industriousness, made a large impact in towns and villages where many ascended very fast to be
the main element of the Argentinean middle class. Although quite a few strove to own
land , prices were such th at they were forced to begin as tenants. That was a slower path
to prosperity but many persevered. After the Spanish, they were the population, that in
spite of its massiveness, beca me most rapidly assimi lated in the sense that a large proportion of their first generation descendants adopted the Spanish language and virtually forgot
their Italian. Pasta and pizza, however, are nowadays a firm part of the Argentine heritage !
Schneider is bent on stressing that the Italians were, just as much inclined as any other
immigrant community, to maintain an own (Itali an) identity but the reviewer believes that
he is straining his case. The educated and well-to-do did have the time to express their
ethnic identity but the large majority did not. For a contrast, the reviewer wants to mention
the fact that between 1850 and 1870 there was a sizeable immigration of Britons into the
Rosario area as railways were being built inland by British companies. Th ese immigrants
as a whole failed to take roots. Her Majesty 's Consul reported to Parliament in 1870 that
'there was a great fi eld for English enterprise but that the immigrant must come with
capital, or such fi xed habits of labour and experience as will ensure both application and
sobriety. Englishmen rarely make up their minds to make a permanent home in a country
where his own language is not spoken, and the customs and laws are strange to him. They
acquire the Spanish language with difficulty: sigh for an English community; lose the love
for sturdy labour that characteri zes them in English-speaking countries; become discouraged; and then abandon the country in despair'. The 1876 report says 'Engli sh immigration
has almost ceased, and now mostly French and Spanish, Basque, Swiss and German
emigrants arrive, people more fitt ed for this country than Englishmen'. Italian immigrants,
who ca rne somewhat later, were undoubtedly only second to Spanish immigrants with
respect to this accommodative capacity. Nevertheless, of the few Englishman that hung on,
some came to be considered very criollo 'gringos' beca use they could ride a horse as well
as any of the fully integrated Argentini ans. But they would still most likely have attended
an English public school, speak Spanish with a strong accent and ride hund reds of miles
for a mere cup of tea with other Englishmen. Even their relations with neighbouring Welsh,
Scots and Irishmen could be a sticky issue.
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Monica Quij ada again contributes the fifth and fin al chapter in which she returns to a
theoreti cal stance. Instead of insisting on the homogenization paradigm per se in this
chapter she considers the role that the ex istence of territory might have had on the
homogeni zation process. Territory in the sense of a home country (a 'patria'), that is the
land in which one is born and , more im portantly, in which one grows up. This generates
an emotional attachment that in turn binds one to the people who also grew up there.
Beyond the immediate experience, school-lik e knowledge about the extent , the nature and
the history of that territory undoubtedly constructs a widened bond . Quij ada develops this
argument at a high level of abstraction and considers how it influenced the thinking and
policies of some of the more intellectual (not many! ) Argentine politicians. It is true,
however, that at the actual cutting edge of nati on forming, the (excellent) Argentine
primary schools have always made as much of a fuss about the map of Argent ina (incl uding
the Malvinas, aka Falklands!) as they did about the country's fl ags and emblems and its
dated anthem. The book includes an extensive bibliography and at th e end incl udes ten
excellently selected reproductions of old paintings and photographs which, with their
legends, potently evoke what the text is all about. Brief biographies of the authors bring
the volume to a close. All in all, the book is an informative, very worthwhile, even if
somewhat theory-overloaded, monograph on how Argentina became a nati on as homogeneous and cohesive as it undoubtedly is for the now 37 million descendants of a pretty
mixed bag indeed!
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